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PRESS RELEASE
TOGGLER
Five artists are commissioned to create unfriendly web design.

fermynwoods.org/toggler
Now until January 2020
Toggler is a new website feature allowing commissioned artists to explore, demonstrate and celebrate
the potential of creativity in website design.
As websites become increasingly standardised to ensure familiarity and ease of use for online visitors,
Toggler allows artists to champion the role of curiosity and creativity in exploring other possibilities
for presenting content online. As artist Violet Forest commented, “Got invited to break
Fermynwoods’ website, I love breaking stuff.”
Visitors are able to view our website through different lenses by toggling between styles developed by
commissioned artists. Select an artist from the drop down Toggler menu above to explore our content.
Please note Toggler will not affect your visiting experience of the home page.
The first artists commissioned are Luke Harby, Violet Forest, Sam Francis Read, Antonio Roberts and
Tobias Zehntner.
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Editors Notes
Luke Harby lives and works in Northampton, typically using photographic film to manipulate subjects,
using tricks of scale, displacing or adjusting the context, or by vandalising pictures in some way in
order to rephotograph them.
Violet Forest is a Berlin based artist and co-founder of Cybertwee, a collective that explores the
intersections of technology and cuteness, femininities and feelings.
Sam Francis Read is an artist based in Sheffield, whose practice encompasses traditional and digital
drawing, painting and printmaking; inspired by graphic design, literature and art history.
Antonio Roberts is a new media artist and curator based in Birmingham, UK. He uses technologydriven processes to explore issues surrounding open source software, free culture and collaborative
practices. Coming soon.
Tobias Zehntner is a Swiss-Danish artist based in Belgium, whose ideas draw upon architectural space
and natural sciences, yet bear the poetics of the ordinary experience from which they originate.
Fermynwoods Contemporary Art is an educational charity that commissions innovative and
meaningful ways for artists to engage with audiences, in public spaces across Northamptonshire and
online.
For more information please contact James Steventon, Director, on 01832 731257 or via

james@fermynwoods.org
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